
POSITION BRIEFING 
 

Title: Customer Contact/Inflight Officer 

Reports to: Customer Contact Team Leader  

Key Relationships 
(dotted line) 

On-boarding Specialists & PEXA Direct Specialists 
On-boarding Manager, Validation & Activation Managers 
Account Management Team 

Direct Reports  
 

Nil 

Role summary Providing customer service and Account management to PEXA Applicants in order to 
convert to PEXA Subscribers via inbound and outbound calls and online chat 
functionality. Assisting applicants in finalizing their Applications and scheduling 
appointments on behalf of On-boarding & PEXA Direct Specialists. Increasing overall 
PEXA Subscriber Activation numbers. 

Key 
Responsibilities  

 

 Facilitating an increase in overall PEXA subscriber activations to realise team 
targets 

 Assisting In-flight Applicants through the In-flight process, account managing 
Applicants to ensure that they are activated within agreed SLA’s including; 
initial contact, communication with other workspace participants, review of 
the progress, ensuring Applicant is Activated and prepared for transaction. 

 Assisting standard Applicants in finishing their online Applications 

 Conducting follow up phone calls to existing Applicants 

 Booking client Appointments on behalf of On-boarding & PEXA Direct 
Specialists 

 Conducting follow up calls and emails with applicants to request outstanding 
documentation where required 

 Identifying potential Applicant appointment opportunities for Account team 

 Providing customer service to PEXA Applicants via inbound, outbound calls 
and online chat functionality 

 Represent a knowledgeable, efficient and professional image of PEXA to 
target markets by handling business in a respectful and professional manner 

 High level data entry into CRM, Microsoft Office and other databases - Daily 
use of Microsoft Dynamics CRM  

 Customer enquiries and liaison in relation to documentation, registration 
and high level queries 
 

Key Attributes  Sound experience in Call Centre, Telesales or similar role 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills, eloquently spoken 

 A strong record of meeting and exceeding KPI’s 

 Self-starter, pro-active action oriented style  

 Proven collaboration skills 

 Ability to work autonomously and as part of a team 

 Ability to handle complex correspondence 

 Results driven, Proactive 

 Experience within the legal/conveyancing industries is highly regarded 

 

 


